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Memory Verse: 1 Corinthians 15:222: In the same way that everyone
dies in Adam, so also everyone will be given life in Christ.
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Next Six Day Challenge (Daily Reflection)

Next Six Day Challenge (Daily Reflection)

Monday: "Jesus is not a footnote to Adam and his Fall; the Fall, and
indeed creation itself, is a footnote to the purpose of God in Jesus Christ.”
~ C. Baxter Kruger, Jesus and the Undoing of Adam / Q: What
intrigues you about this statement?
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Tuesday: “The Christian God is interested in relationship with us, and not
just relationship, but union, and not just union, but such a union that
everything He is and has—all glory and fullness, all joy and beauty and
unbridled life—is to be shared with us and to become as much ours as it
is His. The plan from the beginning, in the Christian vision, is that God
would give Himself to us, and nothing less, so that we could be filled to
overflowing with the divine life.” ~ C. Baxter Kruger/ Q: Have you
experienced a union with God described by Kruger, if no, why not?
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Wednesday: “Jesus is the true and better Adam, who passed the test in
the garden and whose obedience is imputed to us,” (1 Corinthians 15).”
~ Tim Keller / Q: How is it possible that God is imputed in us?
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Thursday: “The Lord Jesus is the last Adam and the Second
Human. He is the last man to be without a sin nature. His nature was both
human and divine. He was the second man - the man from heaven.”
~ Don Stewart / Q: Why must there be a second Adam; Adam 2.0?
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Friday: “When a person believes in Christ, they are united to God by faith
and becomes one of Abraham’s offspring.” ~ Dr. Bill Edgar /
Q: How does this make you feel; that you are one of God’s offspring?
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Saturday: “Today a major thrust of the attack is the claim that Adam never existed. Those who think that mankind evolved over millions of years
believe that Adam and Eve are mythical and have no place in
human history.” ~ Dan Lietha / Q: Is it possible that Adam never really
existed?
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Read Romans 1 Corinthians 15:20-24

Read Romans 1 Corinthians 15:20-24

•

Question: How do you understand the Bible as being a
_____________ text or an _______________?

•

Question: How do you understand the Bible as being a
_____________ text or an _______________?

•

Here is a list of books or fragments of books older than
the bible: The I Ching, The Papyrus Ebers, The Epic of
Gilgamash, and the Precepts of Ptah-hoteb. There are
many more. If you believe the Bible is the oldest writing in
the world, you are encouraged to do some research.
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•

God saw _____________ he had made: it was
_________________ __________. (Gen. 1:31– CEB)
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God saw _____________ he had made: it was
_________________ __________. (Gen. 1:31– CEB)
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Read: Genesis 3:1-9

•
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•

Whether you believe the story of Adam and Eve or not,
can we agree that ___________ are _____ _________?

•

Whether you believe the story of Adam and Eve or not,
can we agree that ___________ are _____ _________?

•

As Christians, we would call this condition our “___
_______,” In recovery circles, they would refer to this
condition as ___________ _______ or
_______________, all synonymous meanings for sin.
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As Christians, we would call this condition our “___
_______,” In recovery circles, they would refer to this
condition as ___________ _______ or
_______________, all synonymous meanings for sin.

•

If this is all there is, and there is no life after death,
practicing _____________ ____________ in all our
______________ is still the ultimate design for living.
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practicing _____________ ____________ in all our
______________ is still the ultimate design for living.
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The person Adam of Genesis is _________. Jesus is the
new Adam; ___________.
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The person Adam of Genesis is _________. Jesus is the
new Adam; ___________.

•

Since death came through a ________ ________(_____
___), the resurrection of the dead came through _____
_____, (_____ ____).
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Since death came through a ________ ________(_____
___), the resurrection of the dead came through _____
_____, (_____ ____).

•

In the same way that everyone ______ in Adam, so also
everyone will be given _______ in Christ.
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In the same way that everyone ______ in Adam, so also
everyone will be given _______ in Christ.

•

Each event will happen in the right order: _______, the
first crop of the harvest, then those who belong to
_______ at his coming.
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first crop of the harvest, then those who belong to
_______ at his coming.

